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Seven Super Jewelry Making Hacks
by Rena Klingenberg

Jewelry Making Hack #1:

A bracelet fastening tool is a handy device for anyone who loves wearing bracelets with clasps.

You know how frustrating it can be to fasten the clasp around your own wrist!

This is an especially welcome gadget for jewelry wearers who have arthritis, carpal tunnel 
syndrome, or other issues that limit hand movement.

It also makes a wonderful gift (for customers, friends, and loved ones), and it’s a great impulse 
purchase item when you sell your jewelry.

Here’s how to make my easy Bracelet Fastener design:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/make-a-bracelet-fastening-tool/

Jewelry Making Hack #2:
Have you ever broken a fingernail or injured yourself trying to open a split key ring?

Some of them are so sturdy you can hardly slide a key or a jump ring onto them.

But I’ve discovered a simple everyday item that can easily open this type of key ring:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/easy-way-to-open-a-split-key-ring-tutorial/

Jewelry Making Hack #3:

Here’s a simple, artistic alternative to standard crimp bead covers.

It’s a lovely way to finish off your beading and give your jewelry a more professional feel.

Here’s my trick for this simple technique:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/a-pretty-crimp-bead-cover-alternative/
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Jewelry Making Hack #4:

This earring design is an earwire and headpin all in one.

And you can easily change the beads every time you wear these earrings.

If you give or sell these earrings, be sure to include a collection of beads to mix and match for 
creating endless unique looks.

Here’s my free tutorial for this versatile earring style:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/changeable-bead-earrings-tutorial/

Jewelry Making Hack #5:

You know how sometimes you put a pendant on a chain or cord … but it looks like it needs a 
little something more?

I’ve discovered a simple fix to give it that extra touch that’s missing.

See several of my “Before and After” examples, showing the difference this technique makes:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/stacked-rings-necklace-tutorial/

Jewelry Making Hack #6:

These hoop earrings are perfect for when you need to make jewelry in a hurry.

You can make them plain and simple, or you can embellish them with dangles.

If you keep them simple, you can literally make a pair of these earrings in less than a minute.

These little earrings are an especially great option when you need to make several jewelry gifts 
– such as gifts for co-workers.

Or when you need to quickly make some inventory for your jewelry booth.

Here’s my free tutorial, including lots of examples of variations:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/quick-easy-hoop-earrings-tutorial/
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Jewelry Making Hack #7:

This is a perfect jewelry activity on days when your creative muse has deserted you.

Layering pendants is a fun and easy way to design jewelry.

You can layer pendants from your stash, or from your personal jewelry wardrobe.

You’ll be delighted at how simple it is to create inspiring new jewelry looks this way.

See my examples and tips here:

http://jewelrymakingjournal.com/fun-with-layering-pendants-tutorial/

 

 

Thank you for subscribing to Jewelry Making Journal Newsletter
and being part of our friendly JMJ Community! 🙂
Keep an eye out for the next newsletter issue!

~ Rena Klingenberg
Founder and Publisher
Jewelry Making Journal
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